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ABSTRACT
Two modes of electron beam radiation induced precipitation have
been 9bserved in high purity, Lopex (low oxy~en, dislocation free),
silicon.

(1) At room temperature a whisker-like precipitate structure

developed along the dislocation linea. ( 2) During hot stage observations
long needle-shaped:.precipitates.,oriented in·:<llO>. directions, were formed •
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I.: .. tNTRODUCTION
In high voltage electron micro.scopy, radiation damage occurs when

...

the electron beam voltage exceeds the threshhold value required for
.

··.

. 1-2

an electron to eject a matrix atom.

This effect should be especially

pronounced in foils made from the lighter elements, and as pointed out
by Makin and Sharp

1

diffusion processes.

the effect may complicate studies of annealing and
However, little work dealing with radiation

induced effects in the high voltage microscope has been reported in the
",1

literature.

. -

In the case of silicon, formation of small defect clusters

attributed to.electron damage has been reported by Thomas. 3

This

paper describes radiation induced precipitation in high purity silicon
crystals.

This precipitation effect was observed in specimens already

containing precipitate colonies tentatively identified as aFe Si.
3

4 The

precipitate colonies 'and the conditions under which they nucleate and
grow are described in detail in ref. 4 and will not be repeated here.
2•

EXPERIMI.!!NTAL

The silicon crystals were obtained from Texas Instruments Company.
The material was graded as Lopex (low oxygen, dislocation free silicon).
The crystals were Czochralski grown in the form of cylindrical rods of
1 in •. dia. x

6 in., with [111] growth axis.

The resistance of the

crystals ·was 50 .n-cm and. the conductivity was n type.

For details of

4. The experiments were done on

the specimen preparation see reference

a Hitachi high voltage microscope, equipped with a hot stage, and operating
at 650 kV.

f~..
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3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Precipitation on Dislocations
Figure 1 shows three micrographs of a. <100> type precipitate colony
in a. (110) foil.

4

l

The dendritic shaped colony is located on the [010]

!

plane and the enveloping dislocation has a. [010] Burgers
vector.

The effect of electron radiation damage while under observation

in the microscope
of the colony in

was;to·~ca.use
~he

further precipitation around the edges

form of fine whiskers.

recorded within a. period of about 10

~inutes,

The micrographs were all
during this time the new

whisker-like precipitate structure had developed along the dislocation
line.

As this precipitation was limited to a.rea.s of the foil illuminated

by the electron beam, it was concluded that this effect is caused by the
high energy electrons.

The 650 kV beam voltage is far above the thresh-

hold voltage required for an electron to eject a. silicon atom from a.
lattice position by direct collision.

For silicon this threshhold energy

can be estimated to be about 170 keV. 5
The time intervals between the three exposures in Fig. 1' are only
a few minutes.

Considering that the foil temperature is at most a. few

100°C~ the precipitation has occurred very rapidly.

The precipitates

were formed on the outside of the·enveloping dislocation line only, i.e.
on the tension side of the interstitial edge loops.

The stress field

•

j'

of the dislocation mey cause this preferential precipitation outside the

\:

loops, in addition the area inside of the dislocation is probably already depleted

'

of the precipitating species.

4

Perhaps because of the large Burgers

vector;, this effect is much more pronounced for a <100> than for a./2
<ilO>.Burgers vector disloca.ti~ns.

-3Individual precipitates cannot be resolved, but they appear to be
closelY spaced fine needles growing in a direction normal to the

\

dislocation. line.
-.... !

As the coloey.in Fig. 1 extends almost from one surface to the
other it can be concluded that this radiation induced precipitation
occurs with equal strength throughout the thickness of the foil.

The

whisker-like precipitates have not been identified, but as the individual
precipitates in the colony have been tentatively identified as a-Fe Si,
3

4

it is suggested that the electron beam causes additional iron precipitation.
3.2

Radiation Damage at Higher Temperatures

A different mode of radiation induced precipitation occurred during
annealing of a foil in the high voltage electron microscope hot stage.
Typical results are presented in Figs. 2a to d.
many

long

needles ,have

been.~ormed

Figure 2 shows that
after annealing for

about one hour and fifteen minutes at about 700°C.

This foil contained,

in addition to the colony shown in Fig. 2, several other precipitate
colonies.

However, needles were formed only in

by the electron beam.

the~;

. colonies illuminated

Thus, this precipitation effect, like the one

described above, was caused by electron radiation damage.
The needle growth rate was strongly temperature dependent.
diagram in Fig. 2e shows the heat treatment given to the foil.

The
Figure

2a and d are taken before and after the heat treatment respectively, the
two other exposures are indicated in the diagram.

The micrograph in

Fig. 2b was recorded after about 60 minutes at 670°C, only a. few needles
had developed.

By

raising~·the
.

tempera.tufe). ..... .:~o .about 750°C the nucleation

and growth rate· of the needles wa.S

-~

·-.·~greatly

·· increased, Fig. 2c.

.-4-

The· contrast oscilations along the needles marked by arrows in
i

Fig. 2c show that these needles were strongly inclined to the foil

·i

surfaces.

t!

All needles were oriented in <110>

directions.

The very long ones were parallel to the foil surfaces.
-

'

needles were up to 10

~m

'

Some of the

'

0

long, the diameter varied from about 40A to

about 2ooX.
Figure 2b also suggests that some of the needles may have been
nucleated at the dislocation line.

However, Fig. 2c and d show

that

needles have been nucleated in regions:;outside the colony, thus this radi-

atio~ induced needle precipitation is expected to take pl~ce also in the
as received material.

No identification of these needles has yet been made.

However, further iron precipitation again seems like the most promising
possibility.
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-5FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1.

'
\.

Precipitation along the dislocations due to electron radiation

damage.

The colony arm is of [010] type and the three micrographs

were exposed at the time intervals of a few minutes.
Fig. 2.

Hot stage observations showing the formation of needle-like

precipitates due to radiation damage.

(a) <llO> ' type precipitate

colonies ·' · ··· in a (111) foil, the micrograph is taken before the
heating ·started .
at 670°C.

(b) After annealing the foil for about 60 minutes

(c) This micrograph was taken about 10 minutes later

· ' . . than exposure b at 750°C, note the contrast oscillations along the
needles marked by arrows.
temperature.

'

(d)

Taken after cooling down to room

(e) Diagram showing the heat treatment of the foil.
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Figure 1
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Figure 2a and b
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Figure 2c and d
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LEGAL NOTICE

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work.
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on
behalf of the Commission:
A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report, or that the use of any information,
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not infringe privately owned rights; or
B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or
process disclosed in this report.
As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission"
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor.
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